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According to the Sanitary Laws of M alta no grave can
be opened before the expiration of one year from the day
of burial
When the prescribed year bad elapsed, M elita’s
prave was opened, and in the coffin was found MY D U A L
M O TH ER'S M A R R IA G E RI NG!

A NOTE ON

CHIEDE Hfl^OliD
C anto IV , S tanza X L V I.

That page is now before me, and on mine
His country’s ruin added to the mass
Of perish’d states he mourn’d in their decline,
And I in desolation : all that was
Of then destruction is; and now, alas!
Rome—Rome imperial, bows her to the storm,
In the same dust and blackness, and we pass
The skeleton of her Titanic form,
Wrecks of another world, whose ashes still are warm.

The sentence, “ all that was of then destruction is”
(11. 4-5), presents some difficulty.
The Oxford edition of Cialde H arold edited by H. F.
Tozer M. A. (3rd. ed. 1916) explains the passage as follows:—
"A ll that was in ruins then is so still.— O f then destruction is
harshly condensed for o f the destruction o f that time.”

'Phis explanation, 1 must confess, does not seem to’ me
to be quite satisfactory. Byron, it is well-known, was not the
most careful of writers; but, L think, he would have avoided
8,»ch a harshness while L am afraid that in all Childs Harold
there is not another passage of equal harshness. Besides,
the contrast between the decline, of these states when Servius
Sulpicius mourned for them, and their deflation when Byron
m ourned for them , is lost sight of,—it is hardly probable
th a t the destruction of these states would have remained the
smite when they were in desolation as when they were merely
in th eir decline,— and the explanation given hardly warrants
the use of the italics in was and is which havt evidently
been so printed to bring out as clearly as possible their an
tith etical meaning.
On the other hand, if, instead of adopting the explana
tion offered, one were to regard of as a preposition governing
them understood, then as an adverb modifying was, and
dust ruction as a subjective complement of the verb is, placed
before th e verb for the sake of emphasis,—the meaning of
th e passage would be:— “ All that was of them (the perished
states) then (when Servius Sulpicius mourned for them) is
now (understood and implied in it. when Byron mourned
for them ) destruction.” This explanation, I venture to

assert, J t a s the g —

stapler ata ft. —

harsh, while the contrast between
/.««finned and enhanced, and the fu
and is is seen at a glance. (1)
was
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